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rs Loss management continues to be an important issue for motor insurers.

Although, as a result of mergers, the size of individual insurance companies
is on the increase, margins are under pressure. Consequently, insurers are
making a special effort to limit the massive expenditure block of claims
costs. Loss management is perceived as a means to that end. The first
article adopts the perspective of a roadside assistance company to show
how insurers can optimize motor loss management by working with the
companies providing the assistance.

In the British motor insurance market, there has been a trend towards the
breakup of the distribution channels in recent years. In addition to the
traditional channels, new ones have emerged, such as vehicle manufac-
turers, supermarkets and other retailers. As a result of this breakup, the
majority of insurers now follow a multi-channel strategy, making it neces-
sary to tailor the individual products to the relevant distribution channel.
Accordingly, insurance companies are faced with the challenge of devel-
oping a price strategy which enables them to control profit whilst offering
individual product design. One solution is to use a method known as the
“component price policy”. The main feature of the component price policy
is the separation of risk price components and other factors which influ-
ence price. This method is described in the second article.

Against the background of globalization and of the European single market
in particular, it is becoming increasingly important to be familiar with con-
ditions in other markets. Since motor liability insurance (which is general-
ly compulsory) is more strictly regulated by national legislation than other
lines, this is an area where a knowledge of the distinctive features is espe-
cially important. The third article gives an overview of some of the special
characteristics of various European markets which have to be taken into
account when writing private motor business.

If you have suggestions or wish to write an article for K Forum, please con-
tact Mr. Michael Neeb (Tel.: +49(0)89/3891-4133, Fax: +49(0)89/3891-74133,
E-mail: mneeb@munichre.com).

A publication 
of the Munich Reinsurance Company
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The environment in non-life insurance today is
dominated by fierce competition for market share.
Mergers and cooperation agreements have brought
huge economies of scale to certain companies, but
even they have to cope with the diminishing profit
margins currently found in mass business. The
emergence of new providers and the seemingly
endless growth in the range of products on offer
have further intensified the competitive nature of
the market; lower prices and more generous terms
and conditions have not only increased clients’
price sensitivity but have also raised their expecta-
tions of service, and we are now witnessing an
unprecedented tendency on the part of clients to
switch insurers on the basis of such criteria. How-
ever, one aspect is affecting everyone concerned:
claims expenditure is rising all the time.

Taking the average of all classes of insurance in
the German market, 60% to 70% of all premium
income is now used to settle claims from insureds.
In motor insurance this figure is even as high as
90% to 100%. Accordingly, this is the area which
offers non-life insurers the greatest savings poten-
tial in their efforts to improve results. While
attempts to improve profits via lower administra-
tive costs tend to peter out fairly quickly, measures
to reduce claims settlement costs offer a much
greater chance of success. Targeted claims man-
agement can help eliminate those costs from
claims expenditure that do not benefit claimants
directly. At the same time, the professional way in
which claims are thus handled can also convince
clients of an insurer’s competence and expertise.
Modern claims management can therefore play a
vital role in helping to improve underwriting
results.

With active claims management the insurer – or
the agency commissioned by the insurer – is in
control of the entire claims settlement process
from the word go and can thus have a positive
influence on the aspects of claim duration, quality
and costs. Specifically, this means that in the event
of a claim, the claims settlement process is up and
running from the very beginning. The costs of
claims processing are also strictly controlled with
the help of carefully selected network partners. In
the case of a motor liability claim, for example,
this will start with the order to send the recovery
vehicle and recommendation of qualified mechan-
ics to carry out repairs, through to advice on hiring
a car or on the duration of loss of use. This process
involves no disadvantages whatsoever for clients.
On the contrary: active claims management
enhances the service for all parties concerned, as
they enjoy an all-round service from beginning to
end. Surveys show that this all-round service is
one of the main benefits clients expect from their
insurer. In addition to prompt payment of claims
and a friendly service, most policyholders look to
their insurers to take on the entire task of claims
settlement. 

However, claims management not only cuts costs
and improves service. It also enhances the
attractiveness of a product. The cost benefits
achieved can be used to offer clients additional
benefits at lower premiums. The comprehensive
assistance provided can help strengthen customer
ties and the slogan “your reliable partner if the
worst happens” is a magnificent marketing
message. 
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Effective claims management is therefore depend-
ent on two fundamental prerequisites: it must
effect a sustained reduction in claims expenditure,
which currently constitutes the greatest single cost
item in insurance, and at the same time produce
greater acceptance and satisfaction on the part of
clients and claimants in order to strengthen cus-
tomer ties. After all, a claim and its handling are
the ultimate test of an insurer’s performance and
services. In order to meet these two central
requirements, it is essential that the organizational
structure for claims management is finely tuned
and in perfect working order. This in turn requires
modern information technology and communica-
tions media, highly qualified staff who are easy to
reach at all times, and prompt, client-friendly
claims handling. Whereas insurance companies
would first have to spend a fortune implementing
an organizational structure of this nature, profes-
sional assistance companies already have every-
thing in place – the requisite skills, experience and
infrastructure. 

Assistance means support or service. An assis-
tance company like the Munich Mercur Assistance
Group offers support on a daily basis in the areas
of mobility, travel, health and property/household.
Although assistance was originally restricted to the
provision of help in an emergency – for example a
car breakdown – modern assistance today offers a
lot more: nowadays assistance means innovative
services for handling emergencies and other situ-
ations with the objective of enhancing customer
ties and product identification (differentiation) and
cutting costs – this is Mercur’s philosophy. The use
of a professional assistance company makes an
invaluable contribution to reducing costs and
increasing client satisfaction. 

5
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Service that pays off

Under this motto the Mercur Assistance Group, the
leading assistance provider on the German market,
offers insurance companies claims costs manage-
ment programmes designed to pay their way for

insurance companies. Service that saves insurers
more than it costs. To achieve this, Mercur
Assistance has developed complete solutions
offering all components of modern claims man-
agement from one source. 

The factors that ensure the success of assistance companies in the field of claims management 

– Round-the-clock availability coupled with nationwide and international operations ensure early involvement in the claims 
process 

– Purchasing benefits by bundling volume and by concentrating on a few network partners for supplies (such as recovery
services, rental cars, etc.)

– Client-focused skills of the assistance coordinators (service-oriented, organizational skills, and tact) enable a high 
degree of professionalism in claims handling

– Assistance company acts as a professional mediator in the tense area between insurance company and claimant 
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Special claims management models for motor

insurers 

Motor liability insurance: Mercur Assistance’s
“Accident Help Card” is a comprehensive concept
for claims management in the event of a road acci-
dent. Insureds are given a card which they can use
if they are involved in a car crash. This card con-
tains all important details such as the insured’s
name and address and insurance number, licence
plate number, and an emergency phone number.
The information on the card shows clients quickly
and without fuss what has to be done. Clients can
call a hotline number to request a motor vehicle
expert or receive direct confirmation that repair
costs have been accepted – depending on what the
company issuing the card has agreed. The hotline,
manned round the clock by specialists from Mercur
Assistance Mobility, also offers advice to both par-
ties on what to do in the event of an accident,
especially if someone has been injured. Information
on the offices to contact for claims settlement,
addresses of suitable mechanics and immediate
arrangement of recovery vehicles are also provid-
ed. The hotline team also takes on the job of relay-
ing urgent information to employers, family and
business associates. The card provides an incen-
tive to people involved in an accident to report the
loss as soon as possible, thus ensuring efficient
management of all measures from the very begin-
ning. The provision of advice is specifically de-
signed to reduce auxiliary claims costs. Our staff
endeavour to look after claimants in such a way
that they do not see the need to engage the ser-
vices of a lawyer. If recovery is required, we can
call on the services of contracted companies which
charge on the basis of specially agreed rates. Our

staff also inform clients how long their vehicle is
likely to be off the road and calculate entitlement
to loss of use. In over 50% of cases it is thus pos-
sible to reduce the costs of rental cars. However,
should the insured require a replacement vehicle,
our advisors can provide one at cheaper company
rates. Instead of expensive outside experts, we use
assessors from the insurer’s network of experts,
and the speedy processing of accidents reported
using the Help Card also helps reduce offroad
times, loss of use and rental car costs for the insur-
er. Mercur Assistance estimates that claims man-
agement on this basis saves an average of €250
per loss event. 

Emergency blanket cover: Individual mobility con-
cepts which protect motorists and help raise the
profile of insurers as expert problem solvers are
offered by the modular emergency blanket covers
provided by assistance companies. Just like with
the Help Card, the assistance company takes on
the tasks of practical emergency help and claims
management. The extent of this assistance is
decided by each individual insurer. Breakdown
assistance, recovery vehicles, garage repair ser-
vice, interpreters, hotel, return journey or return
transportation of the defect vehicle, the choice of
services is wide and inexpensive thanks to profes-
sional supply management on the part of the
assistance companies. The recovery of vehicles
alone (the most frequently requested service) can
bring about significant savings. The “unmanaged”
case usually costs about €150, whereas the man-
aged case invariably costs in the region of €75.

Accident and motor liability: Supporting claimants
individually in the process of medical, professional

6

Claims management solutions for all classes of insurance 

Class of insurance Motor PA Health Life Travel Property/

household 

Assistance service Breakdown Rehab, re- Integrated Prevention Medical Emergency
assistance, integration health Rehab assistance telephone
accident help card, management services Provision of
rehabilitation services tradesmen

(demand 
management)
Case
management
Disease 
management
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and social rehabilitation is the task of RehaCare.
Part of the Mercur Assistance Group, RehaCare
plans, manages and supervises the services need-
ed in a crisis. The needs of the claimants are thor-
oughly and carefully examined, and the appropri-
ate services then provided on the basis of these
requirements. This stringent selection of measures
ultimately ensures a sustained reduction in costs.
This is guaranteed by a 16-member team of experts
comprising doctors, psychologists, occupational
experts, sociologists, lawyers and social insurance
specialists, and a nationwide network of some
100 freelance staff from all areas of rehabilitation.
Their support can usually help prevent the occur-
rence of a long-term case of occupational disabil-
ity, on average in 80% of cases, either through
direct reintegration into the world of work or by
way of meaningful retraining. RehaCare has so far
processed some 1,400 cases, each one producing
a reduction in claims costs for the insurers and
prompt and comprehensive assistance for the
claimants. The strictly organized plan of action
helps cut processing times, thus freeing capacity
for other areas. Four years since this subsidiary of
Mercur Assistance was established, there are now
already 30 German insurers using our services for
their clients in the areas of motor, liability, person-
al accident and health. There are also plenty of
companies using our services in Austria and
Switzerland.

Virtual reality in claims management

New technologies and modern telecommunica-
tions are now starting to establish themselves in
the market. This has created new approaches for
active and efficient claims management. E-busi-
ness and m-business (mobile business) will lead to
greater convergence of the business processes of
insurance companies and their providers and will
even create virtual service provider networks able
to offer insurance clients all-round problem-solv-
ing packages via joint platforms such as Internet-
based claims marketplaces. In future, the policy-
holder will be able to report a claim directly and
personally via e-mail or Internet through the
claims portal, where networking will make it pos-
sible to enquire after claims cover online. Once
this information is available, the portal provider
issues details of the claims-processing measures
required in the portal, the other marketplace
participants (suppliers) submit their offers, and the

marketplace provider commissions the supplier
with the best price/performance ratio to provide
the claims settlement services to the policyholder.
Thanks to its existing range of problem solutions
for end users in a variety of classes of insurance,
the assistance company will become a key player
in the virtual insurance network of the future.
Today already, Mercur Assistance offers clients an
intranet solution in order to verify covers and to
exchange claims statistics on a “just in time”
basis.

Conclusion

Specific and targeted cooperation between the
insurance industry and suitable assistance com-
panies makes it possible to implement effective
claims management programmes. This in turn
leads to greater quality of claims settlement, sus-
tained cutting of claims costs and thus higher
profits. At the same time, customer satisfaction
increases thanks to the improved and more com-
prehensive service provided. In future, such co-
operation on the basis of new communications
technologies will be realized in the form of Internet-
based claims market places. 

A higher frequency of claims reported to the assist-
ance company could be achieved if direct regu-
lation in motor liability insurance were introduced
in Germany. Claims would no longer be settled by
the “opposing” motor liability insurer but rather
by the insurer seeking recovery from the injuring
party. This would lead to the policyholder contact-
ing the insurer directly in the event of a claim, and
the insurance company and the injured party could
both benefit from the advantages of modern
claims management!

7
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UK market background

The UK motor market has gone through a period
of considerable change during the last seven years.
In 1995, the top four motor insurers accounted for
40% of the total market premium income with
more than 20 insurers having accounts in excess
of £50m. Today, the largest motor insurer, CGNU
has 25% of the total market, with the top four mar-
ket share now exceeding 60%. There are now only
15 insurers with accounts bigger than £50m. You
might think that, with the high level of consolida-
tion that has occurred, the market would become
less competitive and that overall profitability would
improve. The reality is, however, quite different.
Whilst the number of insurers has reduced, the
number of distribution channels operated through
is, if anything, increasing. Most of the leading motor
insurers have moved or are moving to a multi-
distributional strategy and they realize that critical
mass cannot be achieve solely through mono-
distribution means.

Traditionally, the main distribution channel in the
UK has been through independent brokers who
offer quotes to customers from many different
insurers. During the mid-1980s, however, several
insurers developed direct tele-sales and direct
response arms that gave them direct access and
control over their customers. More recently, with
limited success, this strategy has extended to the
development of insurer branded Internet portals.
However, also in the last few years, several other
distribution outlets have emerged and insurers
have forged relationships with these suppliers.
These cover a diverse range of organizations

including banks, building societies, car manufac-
turers, supermarkets, retailers and even car spare
part suppliers together with various other affinity
and corporate groups.

The wide range of distribution channels available
has meant that the level of competition and com-
petitiveness of products offered are as strong as
ever. Most insurers will have a range of products
tailored to each of the various distribution chan-
nels and in many of these cases the products will
be priced separately, creating a range of compet-
ing products within each insurer. 

From an insurer’s point of view, this pricing strate-
gy is almost certainly sub-optimal in terms of profit
maximization, whilst from a customer point of
view it is confusing. The challenge for insurers is
to create a multi-distributional pricing strategy that
enables them to tailor their products to the individ-
ual characteristics and needs of the customers,
whilst retaining transparency in pricing and control
of profitability. 

Traditional tariff structures are normally calculated
from base or seed premiums to which tables of
loads and discounts are applied, depending on a
range of rating (risk) factors in operation. These
will generate the “street” (market) premium for
any policyholder. These premiums, along with the
associated risk factors, will be stored on the insur-
er’s administration systems. Where an insurer has
several products, there will be several series of tar-
iff structures in place. These products might have
varying base rates, different rating relativities with
differing ranges of risk factors.
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Controlling your margins in 
a competitive but changing
market
Mike Brockman
Mike Brockman is a founding partner in the highly regarded British actuarial firm EMB who have
expertise in all areas of non-life insurance, in particular, pricing, reserving, and reinsurance. He is a
personal lines specialist and is one of the UK’s leading experts in pricing for personal lines.
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Consequently, it is difficult for an insurer to truly
understand the key profitability drivers that under-
lie the products. These could be a function of the
specific risk relationships attributable to the cus-
tomer profiles from the various distribution chan-
nels, specific expense differences between the dis-
tribution channels, specific marketing or strategic
pricing adjustments or simply differing target
profit levels. 

In order to provide a more unified rating system
that will allow an insurer to price and control prof-
itability more effectively we generally recommend
an approach called “component pricing”. This sim-
ply means that the price is determined with explicit
rating tables for the risk premium component,
expenses and separate price modifiers. These can
be variable according to customer segment. 

The rating tables for the risk premium component
reflect the best estimate of the true risk relation-
ships between customer groups, whilst the rating
tables for the price modifiers reflect the degree of
competitiveness in any segment. Clearly, the price
modifiers also determine the margin that can be
extracted from any risk segment.

This type of rating design can be used to manage
the business dynamically. Risk premium tables can
be set using a wide range of risk factors dovetailed
and consistent with the statistical means of popu-
lating them. The price modifiers are constantly
monitored by segment against market conditions
using conversion or renewal analysis if possible
and are set to meet corporate profit objectives.

The approach clearly separates the technical and
market influences on price and enables account-
ability to those persons responsible for determining
them. Management information can also be sig-
nificantly improved if each component of the pre-
mium is captured on the policy database. The
actual claims experience and volume performance
can be monitored against the expected levels that
were incorporated into the premiums, creating a
“virtuous circle” of business control. This type of
system and rating is being used by several of the
more forward-thinking insurers and several more
are planning to implement it.

If it is company policy to provide consistent prices
across all distribution channels, a component-

priced design can help achieve this, whilst provid-
ing valuable feedback of profitability by segment
and channel. 

We discuss in more detail why and how compon-
ent priced products should be developed and 
why these are different from conventional rating
approaches. It is not rocket science, however;
rather it goes back to the basics.

9
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Overview

Component pricing is a rating engine design (tariff
structure) that explicitly calculates values for each
“component” of a premium. Typical components
allowed for include risk price, expenses and profit
but they could also be expanded to include invest-
ment income and other ancillary profits associated
with the product. The sum of each component
determines the street (market) price.

Conventional rating engines do not explicitly allow
for each of these components but rather calculate
the premium (street price) from a set of rating
tables. The parameters of the rating tables reflect
the insurer’s view of the appropriate street price
for any segment at any point in time.

Clearly, under conventional systems, it is not pos-
sible to determine how profit is likely to vary
across segments until some time after the busi-
ness is written, when claim costs can be compared
to the premium received. Furthermore, it will not
be possible to optimize the performance of the
product since the conventional rating engines are
normally too inflexible in their ability to fine-tune
the pricing.

With a component-priced product, profit margins
for each segment can be actively managed as mar-
ket and competitive conditions change. Risk pre-
miums for each segment can be set realistically,
allowing for all known risk variables and will be
changed only as a result of a changed view of risk
relationships, inflation or any other trends in
claims experience. 

Component pricing, therefore, explicitly distin-
guishes the true (expected) risk price from the
street price and prices products in accordance with
sound economic principles more akin to those in
manufacturing industries.

Enhanced management information and financial
control environments can be built around this
since each component can be controlled separate-
ly. Furthermore, corporate objectives and goals
can more easily be formulated into the pricing.

Market practice

Component-priced products first emerged about
five years ago and have so far mainly been con-
fined to personal lines business (motor and house-
hold). They are, however, now being developed for
commercial lines.

With a component-priced design, risk premiums
can be set allowing for the true risk relationships
whilst the profit margins can be set independently,
pitching the price optimally to maximize the profit-
volume trade-off. Knowledge of the competitive
environment within each segment is also key to
the success in managing a component-priced
product. 

Rating engine architecture

A schematic view of a component-pricing rating
engine is provided overleaf. Each component (the
boxed items) is stored on a database in addition to
the total premium charged. The risk premiums and
profit loads are calculated by accessing a series of
look-up tables dependent on the risk factors of
each segment. It is also possible to define algo-
rithms for calculating the profit loads as an alterna-
tive to look-up tables.

The basic design is not complex although
inevitably more parameters and look-up tables are
involved in comparison with conventional sys-
tems. 

10
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The profit algorithms can be developed from pre-
dictive models of conversion or renewal behaviour,
or alternatively through rule-based decision
means.

Populating the parameters of the rating engine

Each component requires a set of parameters. This
is no different to conventional rating structures that
require base premiums (sometimes called seed
premiums) plus sets of rating relativities for each
rating factor.

The risk premium parameters will comprise of
base risk premiums and risk relativities for rating
factor. There could also be separate tables for each
claim type that makes up the product cover. All
relevant risk factors will be built into the engine.

The parameters will normally be populated on the
basis of the results of a detailed statistical analysis
of the policy and claims databases. We normally
find that the application of a statistical technique
based on generalized linear models suits this pur-
pose well. Of course, underwriting judgement will

also be needed to supplement the results of the
statistical analysis. Expense parameters can be
determined in accordance with the business plans
of each product and ultimately on the operational
costs of the enterprise.

The profit parameters can be set to pitch the street
premium to any desired market competitive posi-
tion. In the case of a unified multi-distributional
pricing strategy, they can be set to create consist-
ent premiums across all customer groups. The 
risk premium parameters, however, will be set to
reflect the best estimate of the true risk cost of
each customer group. As the business goes live,
additional feedback on competitive positioning 
will be obtained through conversion analysis for
direct response business or simply by monitoring
the changes in new business growth by segment.
Profit loads can then be adjusted on the basis of
the new business experience. The same process
would apply for renewal business. Generalized
linear models are also good for interpreting the
trends in conversion and renewal behaviour of the
different customer groups. 
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Component pricing – An example
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Financial control and management information

As already discussed, a component-priced design
will provide feedback of the expected margins ob-
tained from each customer segment at the point of
sale. New business volumes for each segment can
be monitored against the expected profit levels on
a monthly basis, more frequently in some cases.
Accordingly, the profit-volume trade-off can be
managed and re-assessed on a regular basis. Profit
parameters can be adjusted to control volume if
necessary. This means that an insurer can quickly
target those segments where it can operate both
profitably and competitively and control the profit-
volume relationship more effectively over the
duration of the insurance cycle. Hopefully, this
would also lead to a more efficient use of the cap-
ital that backs the business.

As the claims experience emerges, it can be com-
pared directly with the risk premium assumptions
underlying the product. Risk premium loss ratios
can be monitored by segment in order to control
the risk premium parameters. These should be
100% across all segments if base premiums and
risk relativities are correctly set. Actuarial reserving
reports can also be used to support the base risk
premium levels. 

Conclusion

More and more insurers in the UK are moving to a
component-priced design of product as they see a
real need to improve the transparency and man-
agement control of the prices set, especially when
the business is being obtained from so many
diverse sources.

There is also a real will to control profitability bet-
ter, especially across the insurance cycle. Addition-
ally, regulators are expressing much closer interest
in the pricing techniques used and the manage-
ment control environments in place and this is
creating the catalyst for change.

12
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The process of globalization, which has not left the
insurance sector untouched, is making a know-
ledge of the basic parameters of other national
markets increasingly important. This has been
particularly true in Europe since the introduction 
of the single market, for major differences between
the individual insurance markets persist in spite of
this uniform economic area.

In motor third party insurance, being an obligatory
form of insurance, it is particularly important to be
familiar with the differences, as the minimum
limits of indemnity and additional characteristics
are laid down by law.

In view of these differences, we have prepared an
overview of motor third party insurance for motor
cars on various European markets.1 This overview
also examines both established western European
and emerging central and eastern European mar-
kets. On all markets examined, motor third party
insurance is obligatory2 and funds have been set
up for the indemnification of the victims of acci-
dents caused by uninsured vehicles.

Developments in western Europe differ greatly
from those in central and eastern Europe.

In the European Union, the last remaining more
tightly controlled markets were liberalized in 1994
with the adoption of the third Non-Life Insurance
Directive into national law, thereafter allowing
companies more extensive freedom in the setting
of tariffs and conditions in these markets. 

Needless to say, basic statutory parameters remain
in place, which create certain limitations. For
example, discrimination against foreign citizens in
the setting of tariffs is prohibited in Germany by
the Insurance Control Act. The statutory minimum
limits of indemnity on the western European mar-
kets are generally very high (they must at least
comply with the amounts stated in the second
Directive 84/5/EEC3).

The motor third party insurance markets in central
and eastern Europe, on the other hand, are still
widely divergent. The collapse of the socialist sys-
tems in these countries brought down the quasi-
state monopolies which had existed until then and
steps were taken to create more competition in
insurance markets. In the initial phase of a de-
monopolization and liberalization process of this
kind, (minimum and maximum) rates were typical-
ly stipulated by the state in order to prevent the
former monopolists from waging a price war and
to foster new competitors. Problematical in this
respect is the fact that, for political considerations
and due to lack of meaningful statistics, the min-
imum rates were set at an insufficient level. Once
market players had been established, state con-
trols were relaxed and greater scope was allowed
in the setting of premiums. Some states have
already reached a very advanced stage of this
development (e.g. Hungary and Poland).
Conversely, the monopoly in Slovakia was not
dismantled until the beginning of 2002 so that the
country has only just entered the transitional
phase.
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Comparison of motor third
party insurance in European
markets
Michael Neeb, Mike Ayrey, Robert Wasner

1 In some countries the limits of indemnity for lorries, buses, etc. differ from those for motor cars.
2 In Europe, Russia is the only remaining country without obligatory motor third party insurance. A bill to introduce this has now been

passed but will not come into force until mid-2003.
3 The Directive offers Member States three alternatives:

1. €350,000 per injured person, €100,000 for property damage
2. €500,000 for personal injury and €100,000 per loss event for property damage
3. €600,000 as a combined limit per event
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There are also considerable differences in limits of
indemnity between individual central and eastern
European states. The insurance cover for personal
injury in Bulgaria is only €15,000 per injured per-
son while in Hungary over €1m is available (per
loss event) for the indemnification of personal
injury.

The overview of the limits of indemnity in particu-
lar is naturally only a snapshot (status as at April
2002)4. Some countries are planning increases in
their minimum limits of indemnity (for instance
Austria), whilst in others the limits of indemnity
are adapted to price developments at least annual-
ly as it is (Denmark, Turkey). In view of the conver-
sion to euros, adjustments on the markets which
have as yet only translated the original limits of
indemnity are not unlikely.

Furthermore, there are plans for a fifth EU Motor
Insurance Directive, which provides, in particular,
an increase in minimum limits of indemnity. This
would, of course, not only affect existing Member
States but also current candidates for EU entry. A
change of this nature would involve a considerable
extension of liability for insurers in some of the
latter countries.

There are also differences in claims handling: for
instance, a practice known as “direct settlement”
has been introduced in some markets. With this
settlement procedure, it is the claimant’s own
motor third party insurer that first settles a claim
and not the liable insurer. As a rule, this procedure
is only applied to property damage up to a fixed
amount. The insurer settling the claim then subro-
gates against the liable motor third party insurer.
A lump sum is often applied here.

The overview is not entirely complete, as full infor-
mation was not always available. In this publica-
tion, we have confined ourselves to those features
where reliable information was available.

14
4 The figures were converted into EUR applying the final exchange rates in March 2002
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Belgium

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Yes

x

1%

1 year
Yes

Yes

Yes

–
7,500
98%

No
Yes

No

23
54–200%
100%, 
85% for private persons

Bulgaria

15,380 per person
25,633 per event
10,253

As above

Yes

x

x
x

40%

Yes

1 year
No
Yes

Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes

Not applied

Austria

1,090,093

3m
6m
10m

Yes

x

x

0.5%

No

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
No

No

17
50–200%
100%

No

Croatia

189,072

101,288

As above 

Yes

x

3%

Yes

1 year
No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes
No

Yes

18
50–250%
100%

No
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Finland

Unlimited

3,300,000

Unlimited

Yes

x

0.01%

Yes

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Unlimited

No
No

No

17
30–100%
100%

No

Estonia

351,492 per person

102,252

Yes

x

Yes

1 year
No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

12
40–300%
120%

No

Czech Republic

582,006

161,668

582,006/161,668 (50%)
1.6m/1.6m (50%)

Yes

x

Yes

1 year
Yes

Yes

No

Yes
No

Yes

30–170%
120%

Yes

Denmark

10,896,177

2,152,331

As above

Yes

x

x

Less than 1%

Yes

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
No

No

Varies 

No
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Germany

2.5m per person
7.5m per event
500,000

Unlimited
8m per person

Yes

x

0.5%

Yes (for private risks)

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
Yes

No

29
30–245%
Varies

Yes

France

Unlimited

460,000 

Unlimited (bodily injury),
different limits for 
material damage claims

Yes

x
x

Less than 0.5%

Yes

1 year
Yes

Yes

Yes

–
6,100
99%

No
No

No

13
50–350%
200%

Yes

Greece

500,000

100,000

As above

Yes

x

3%

Yes

1 year

Yes

Yes

–
6,000
90%

No
No

No

Varies
40–250%
100%

Yes

Hungaria

1,233,203

2,055,338

As above 

Yes

x

x

3%

Yes

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No

No

14
50–200%
100%

Yes
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Ireland

Unlimited

114,276

b.i.: Unlimited,
p.d.: Unlimited (private),
114,276 (commercial)

Yes

x

x
x

10–13%

No

1 year
No
Yes

No

No

No
No

No

Italy

774,685 

Yes

x

0.5%

Yes

1 year
Partly
Partly 

Yes

Yes

–
Unlimited
95%

No
No

No

Varies 

Yes

Netherlands

907,560 

2,268,901

Yes

x

x

1.8%

No

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
No

No

17 

Varies

Yes

Norway

Unlimited 
129,789 

Yes

x

3.5%

Yes

1 year
Yes

Yes

Yes

Total amount of damage
(m.d.max. 129,789)

No
Yes

No

27 
20–190%
80%

No
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Poland

600,000 

As above

Yes

x

1.5–2%

Yes

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
No

No

No

Slovakia

454,350 per person

119,566 

Yes

x

Yes

1 year

Yes

No

Yes (minimum rates)

Yes

Yes

Slovenia

153,663

102,293

Yes

x

x

1 year

Yes

No

No

Spain

350,000 per person

100,000

Unlimited

Yes

x

4.5%

No

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

–
96,000
95%

No
Yes

No

Varies
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Motor third party liability insurance

Sums insured

Minimum sums insured 
stipulated by law for
– Bodily injury

– Material damage

Sums that are commonly applied

Obligatory insurance

Supervision of adherence to
obligatory insurance requirement
– Registration office
– Sticker
– Police
– Technical Inspection Agency

Percentage of uninsured vehicles

Obligation to accept risks

Policy period
– Automatic renewal
– Expiry policy

Claims handling

Direct action (possibility to direct claims
to the mtpl insurer of the party at fault)

Direct claims settlement (aggrieved party
is compensated by their own mtpl insurer)
– If yes,

– for bodily injury claims up to
– for material damage claims up to

– Share of participating insurers

Tariff

Government control
– Requiring approval
– Requiring submission

Tariff structure uniform for the 
entire market

Bonus-malus system
– Number of steps
– Premium rates from ... to ...%
– Premium rate for beginners

– Is discount protection possible?

Sweden

33,198,694 

Yes

x

1%

Yes

1 year
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
100%

No

No

Switzerland

2,044,711 

Unlimited

Yes

x

0.1%

3 years
Yes
No

Yes

No

No
No

No

Varies 
30–350%
100%

Yes

Turkey

15,421 per person
77,103 per event
1,713 per vehicle
3,427 per event

As above 

Yes

x
x 
x

> 40%

Yes

1 year
No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

7
80–150%
100%

Yes

UK

Unlimited

408,030

As above 

Yes

x

x

5%

No

Varies (1 year normal)
No
Yes

No

No

No
No

No

Varies 
Varies 
Varies

Yes
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